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From the Editor
Dear Reader,
The Journal
What a pleasure it is to bring you the Charlotte Mason Educational Review. If you get a
moment please thank the individuals who spend their time writing for us to give you the
information you need to learn about and execute a Charlotte Mason education in your educational setting and
who give you interesting information about Charlotte Mason’s life and times. You can do that by writing us a
letter or email. Send them to me at info@childlightusa.org or childlightusa@gardner-webb.edu. By snail mail
you can send your letter or note to me at Box 7226, Gardner-Webb University, Boiling Springs, NC 28017.
John Thorley continues to enlighten us on the life and times of Charlotte Mason. He and Margaret Coombs
discover new information as they study and dig into local records in England. You will see evidence of this as
you read part II of his article on Mason’s early life.
For articles from the Parents’ Review I have chosen one by Mason and another on brush drawing by Mrs. H.
Perrin. Mason sets forth “some fragments of PNEU Philosophy.” In modern times we can say that practice (the
daily doing of education) without solid theory is random activity. To avoid random activity Mason believed
one’s philosophy of education needs to be defined clearlys and in this article she sets out to define the PNEU
philosophy. We must follow in her footsteps to make sure we do the same.
The poetry editor, Bonnie Buckingham, has enriched our lives by choosing an article on poetry by Melanie
Walker, director of Red Mountain Community School. This is our guest article for this issue and I believe you
will truly enjoy Melanie’s thoughts on poetry. It has motivated me to read more poetry. This is an article to be
savored and enjoyed.
In the Practically Speaking section, there are two articles that will provide some useful instructions on nature
study and picture study. Deborah and HollyAnne Dobbins continue to help us understand how to work with
young children during nature study time. They offer, in this article, clear understandings of dry brushing, using
water, what to do about water colour paints and other important information that makes nature study go
smoothly. Jason Fletcher gives us a “live” look at a picture study class that he taught last fall at Heritage
School, Cambridge, UK, where he is director. His article gives one a look inside of what young children say and
do during a picture study lesson.
I have added a section this time entitled “Continuing the Conversation.” This section is for individuals who
would like to ask questions of the various authors. In this issue of the journal Sandy Rusby Bell poses a
question to John Thorley concerning his article on the classical school movement in the US.
And finally, I have written a short article highlighting in pictures Red Mountain Community School,
Birmingham, Alabama. I visited there back in October 2008 for an opportunity to see inside a school that is
trying to implement a Mason education.
News From ChildLightUSA
Laurie Bestvater has taken on the task of pursuing grants and funding for us. Amid her homeschooling
responsibilities she is busy at work writing grants, writing letters of inquiry and other various tasks. Her first
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grant writing experience was this winter as we seek funds to help us develop a Charlotte Mason curriculum that
can be used by Charter, private and homeschool educators. We are on a long journey to provide resources for
individuals and groups who want to educate children using Mason’s methods. The first part of this journey was
to establish a conference, followed by a website, a journal and then scholarship funds for educators to be
prepared to establish and maintain Mason schools. Now we are seeking to develop a curriculum which is an
extensive, time consuming task. Laurie will continue to pursue funds to help with a number of tasks.
Look for changes in the months ahead on the website. We will have two sections: Faith based and Nonfaith
based. We will begin trying to assist those individuals interested in starting Mason charter schools. We have a
number of such efforts.
We have a section on the website menu called Research Group. This is a group of university professors working
towards establishing and executing a research agenda on Mason. This group came about through a Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) grant written mainly by Deani Van Pelt, Assistant Professor of
Education at Redeemer University College in Ontario, Canada. As a result of her diligence a group of us were able to
travel to England this past summer to visit the Armitt Library and to establish a research agenda. When she finishes her
dissertation and receives her PhD, I will prevail upon her to write an article for the journal about that visit. She has
followed that grant opportunity by receiving a subsequent SSHRC grant to help digitize the Mason archive. We will let
you know how that progresses.
Please look through out this journal for information on the 2009 Conference which will be held at GardnerWebb University, Boiling Springs, NC.
We are also developing a logo to be used on our letterhead, website and other ChildLightUSA documents. We
hope to share the logo with you at the conference in June.
A number of you have given to us recently since we received our nonprofit-charity status. We want to say a
loud thank you for helping us move this organisation - this effort to improve education - forward! We cannot do
it without you.

All the best!

Carroll

Summer/Fall 2008
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Charlotte Mason’s Early
Correspondence
by Dr. John Thorley
Charlotte Mason’s Early Correspondence, 1860-1879: the life and times of a Victorian teacher and teachertrainer
[This paper has been divided into three parts, and the three parts will be published separately. The letters in
the three articles are numbered consecutively for the whole paper, and not for individual parts.]
Part 2: 1865-1873: Later years at the Davison School, Worthing, Sussex
So Charlotte stayed on as headmistress at the Davison School in Worthing, despite the offers from her
friend Lizzie Groveham to join her in Bradford and to teach in her private school for girls. But she had not
forgotten William Huston, whom she had met when she was at the Home and Colonial College in
London (see Part 1 of this paper) and who was still living in London.
Letters from William Huston
William Huston is in fact something of an enigma. In the notes that Elsie Kitching took from her conversation
with Lizzie Groveham in 1923 she says: ʻMr Huston – very much attached. Dear old man seemed to live for
others. Chose ½ dozen girls to tea. Kept up her acquaintance with himʼ 1 . Chose ½ dozen girls to tea must
refer to the time while Charlotte was at the Home and Colonial in London, and it seems that Lizzie Groveham
was one of the girls chosen for tea, since in Letter 11 it is clear that William Huston knew her 2 . William
Huston certainly lived in London in 1871, but it is not known when he arrived there. He came originally from
Ireland (as probably did Charlotte herself). He was perhaps Charlotteʼs only known relative (see notes on
Letter 11); indeed, his inviting half a dozen girls to tea might appear less strange if he was a relative of
Charlotte, though Lizzie Groveham did not mention any kinship connection in her notes to Elsie Kitching 3 .

1

Charlotte Mason archive, Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31.

2

Coombs (1984), 98, assumes that Charlotte met William Huston through church in Worthing, but quotes no evidence for this.

3

But neither did Lizzie mention Charlotteʼs Irish origins, which seem to be fairly certain. Either Lizzie did not know, which seems
unlikely, or, in my view more probably, she did not wish to divulge this. Charlotte in later life never mentioned her origins in any
detail; being ʻLiverpool Irishʼ would not have gone down well with her middle class associates.
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4,

He appears in the census returns for 1871, then aged 60 as a ʻScripture Readerʼ, which was a kind of
verger in a church, who also read the lessons at services. Charlotte seems, from the content of the surviving
letters, to have kept up a regular correspondence with him, though only three letters from him survive. This
first letter, Letter 11, is from 1865, and it is clear that Charlotte had visited William in London and had told
him about Lizzieʼs request for her to go to Bradford. It is not known who the Mrs Leszynski was who is
mentioned in the letter, nor why she was in Hastings (on the south coast), but she was clearly someone that
Charlotte knew in London:
Letter 11 5
55 Victoria Road
Kentish Town N.W.
4 Sept 1865
My Dear Niece,
5

10

15

20

I had yours on Saturday evening with all its enclosed for which many
thank are due and tendered. I had also the pleasure unexpectedly of
thanks from Mrs Groveham for your thoughtfulness. I had a note from Mrs
Leszynski also on Saturday. They seem to be enjoying Hastings very
much and donʼt say when they are to return. I hope when you got
settled down that you felt little of the effects of the long journey and that
your work goes on all right. Your health and not the manner of Mr and
Miss Reid [sic; the spelling should be ʻReadʼ] should be the great
consideration. The God of Providence has given you such health as he
knows is best for you and itʼs a trust which it becomes your duty to use
in whatever way you know is best for it. If you were sure that it would not
be improved by the change then every consideration would be in favour of
your remaining. Only the want of Mrs Grovehamʼs sisterly sympathy as Mr
and Miss Reid have been so thoughtful for you in past time. I will be
disappointed if they will not weigh and consider the matter and assist you
in what is best.
Praying that you may be guided and blessed from above.
I am
Your affectionate uncle
Wm Huston

4

William Huston does not appear in London in the 1861 census, which was taken on 7 April of that year. Easter Day in 1861 was
on 31 March, and it is possible that William Huston had returned to Ireland for the Easter holiday (he certainly returned to Ireland
on other occasions – see letter 19). It is possible that Huston was not actually Charlotteʼs uncle (Essex Cholmondeley (1960), 2,
quotes Charlotte herself as saying that her parents had no brothers or sisters), but from the evidence discovered by Elizabeth
Bateson (2004), 51-23 about Hustonʼs background in N. Ireland and the occurrence there of the name Mason, it seems that he
was at least a close relative, perhaps a cousin of Charlotteʼs father or mother. William Huston died in May 1880 in N. Ireland (see
Bateson, loc. cit.).
5

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 23.
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l. 4 and l. 24: niece and uncle are presumably to be taken at least to indicate a close family
relationship. Though the term uncle was and still is used loosely of older family friends by younger
generations, niece is less likely to have been so used.
ll. 1-2: There is no longer a Victoria Road in Kentish Town (which is located immediately to the north of
Regentʼs Park in London). The census return for 1871 shows that Victoria Road was within the Parish
of St Pancras. It was within easy walking distance of the Home and Colonial College on Grayʼs Inn
Road.
ll. 5-6: The language is in the secretarial style of the period. William Hustonʼs occupation as ʻScripture
Readerʼ doubtless included secretarial tasks on behalf of his church.
ll. 6-7: it is not clear why Lizzie Groveham had expressed her thanks for Charlotteʼs thoughtfulness to
William Huston.
ll. 11-20: clearly William Huston was in favour of Charlotteʼs remaining at Worthing.
The following second letter, Letter 12, from William Huston to Charlotte was written in April of 1866. The
congratulatory note of the first few lines was perhaps occasioned by Charlotteʼs success in the Certificate
Examination of late 1865, and the favourable inspectorʼs report of 11 January 1866 (in which Charlotte is first
referred to as a certificated teacher). The summary of the report as entered into the Davison School logbook
by Mr Read, the Chairman of the Managers, reads as follows:
Summary of the Inspectorʼs Report
January 11 1866
This is worked as a Girlsʼ and Infantsʼ School under a Certificated Mistress, two Assistant Teachers, and one
Pupil Teacher. A new room 28x14 has been erected since my last visit. Both classrooms having glazed doors
open out from the principal room. The school is conducted by Miss Mason with ability and integrity.
William Read MA 6
Letter 12 7
55 Victoria Road,
Kentish Town, N.W.
5 Apl. 1866
My Dear Niece,
5

10

I guessed that before Easter you would be well employed and I am very
glad to learn your great success and I hope that your lessons and
example will befit to rub off all bad effects from the praise bestowed. There
is much of the natural vapour of the human heart that is easily expanded
and if not moderated might make us too Balloon like but if rightly used
may keep us striving after advancement in usefulness. I ask after your
health and you leave me to judge of that by your work and success in it
and then Irishman like answer by the question returned – I have been as

6

It may have been as a result of this favourable inspection that William Read gave Charlotte a copy of Dean Soulburnʼs Thoughts
on Personal Religion, the inscribed flyleaf of which still survives (PNEU Box II, Envelope 7), dated February 1866.
7

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 23.
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well as usual during the winter but since the East wind began to blow with
anything like March keenness I have coughed a little and sometimes more
than a little, but am better.
I will enquire if I can do anything to forward the election of the young lad
when you furnish me with the name of the subscribers who vote and I
hope he may be successful. The names of those who recommend and
sustain the case should be influential.

20

25

Mrs Leszynski and the son have been suffering from the effects of cold for
some time. She is much better but he is rather poorly as his attack
came later – Fanny had been poorly before that – an account had come of the
safe arrival of the ship that brother John sailed in. But there is not time for
letters. The news gives some relief to anxiety, thank God. Mrs Leszynski
and the children send their love. She is leaving on Monday for six weeks
absence with Lady Caledon.
Your affectionate uncle,
Wm. Huston
ll. 6-10: a distinctly puritanical tone, not untypical of the evangelical protestantism of the time.
ll.16-19: Unfortunately there is no further information on the ʻyoung ladʼ.
ll.20-26: Here are more details about Mrs Leszynski, who also appeared in Letter 11. It seems from
this letter that Mrs Leszynski had a daughter, Fanny, and two sons, one called John who had been at
sea. But the link with Charlotte Mason remains obscure.
l.26: Lady Caledon was presumably from the Caledon estates in Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland. It is not clear
whether she is in N. Ireland or resident at the time in London. William Huston himself was from N.
Ireland, so there may be some connection here from his earlier life there.

We have no letter from Charlotte to William Huston, but there are a few lines of a letter from Charlotte to
Lizzie Groveham, transcribed by Lizzie and sent to Elsie Kitching, in which Charlotte mentions William
Huston. The letter is undated but is probably from the 1860s:
Letter 13 8
Sunday. Mr Huston wrote to me the other day, and in his letter was the
following excellent and beautiful advice, ʻChoose no friend but those
whose society you would wish to enjoy through Eternity.ʼ Is it not a
beautiful thought?
Charlotte clearly had a high regard for William Huston, and whatever their family kinship the friendship lasted
for the best part of 20 years.

8

PNEU Box II, Envelope 31, in a collection of what Lizzie Groveham called ʻScrapsʼ.
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Worthing 1870-73
No correspondence has survived from the late 1860s, and the next letter is probably from 1871 or early
1872. Lizzie Groveham had by now produced a family of four, the last apparently only shortly before this
letter, but it seems that she was still much involved in running her school in Bradford. Charlotte is not only
still busy with the Davison School, but is also involved with the ʻnight schoolʼ (see Letter 6, ll. 10-11) for older
working children. She writes:
Letter 14 9

5

10

I have no news to tell you love unless such items as we have
recommenced our night sch. & got a few fresh pupils. I am having a
terrible struggle to get my school under govt. & am in hopes I shall
succeed – will it not be a good thing? I have as usual been making
wonderful resolutions about what I shall do when we begin school again. I
mean to be so firm, so kind, so loving, so altogether admirable. I really feel
half inclined to fall down at the feet of what I “mean to be” and say to it
“Stand there and be my admiration and my praise”. Alas! I may do so, for
what I “mean to be” is the only part of myself that I shall ever be able to
admire.
How are Mother and Father, Sisters and brother, & the dear little stranger?
Give my love to all especially the last mentioned.

15

I shd. like to see you before you go to your school. Will you call in on your
way? How I wish I were situated somewhere on the line between Preston
and Bradford. Who knows! If I change my school I shall certainly try to get
one up north.
And now, Love, I think I have given you a sufficient dose of very “small
talk”, so, as I have really nothing to say I will bid you good byes.
Your ever most loving friend

20

Lottie
ll. 2-4: If the date of 1871-2 suggested above for this letter is correct, then the issue facing Charlotte
may well have been an increasing number of children (around 200 by 1870) and a staff consisting
only of Charlotte herself, an Assistant Mistress, and two Pupil Teachers 10. The inspectorʼs report for
1870 was critical of some details, which to modern eyes may seem trivial – but under the Revised
Code of 1862 (which introduced compulsory logbooks in schools and the annual inspection, upon
which the following yearʼs grant was based) such details were an essential part of the assessment of
the school for the annual government grant. The report was summarised in the logbook as follows:
Government Report
November 8th

9

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 17, no. 9.

10

This was not much worse that the national average; class size in elementary schools in 1866 was 43.4, worse than the figure of
37.7 in 1860, before the introduction of Revised Code of 1862. See Curtis (1961), 261.
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“The staff consists of a Certificated Mistress, an Assistant Mistress, who wishes to sit next Christmas,
and two Pupil Teachers each in her fourth year. Considering the organisation of the school (Girls and
Infants) the result of the examination is fairly satisfactory. Arithmetic weak. The Log Book has not
been duly kept, nor have the class registers been invariably closed before the commencement of the
minimum time specified in Article 23. My Lords have ordered a deduction of one tenth from the Grant
for the defects noticed by H.M. Inspector in his Report. The Registers and Log Book must be kept for
the future with greater care, or the Grant may be entirely withheld.
E. Redford, Arithmetic
Signed: William Read MA, Manager
And yet in 1871 the inspector concluded:
10th November 1871
“Continued to be conducted by Miss Mason with industry and integrity.”
ll. 4-10: These sentiments seem to hark back to Charlotteʼs early days at the Davison School, but the
date seems to be fairly certainly 1871-2 from the reference in ll. 11-12 to Lizzie Grovehamʼs
expanding family.
ll. 13-15: It appears that Lizzie and her family were in the south of England at the time of this letter,
perhaps in London, from where the train journey to Worthing could be made in less than two hours.
Charlotte herself, incidentally, was by this time living with a Mrs Goble at 4 Sussex Place in Worthing;
presumably Mrs Redford had died by now 11 .
ll. 14-16: Why Preston (in Lancashire, about 60 miles west of Bradford) is not at all clear. Preston was
actually Lizzieʼs birthplace (she was also a pupil teacher there at St Thomasʼs School 12 ) and it is
possible that she may have still been visiting relatives there regularly. There was indeed already a
railway line from Preston to Bradford. Charlotte is at least softening to the idea of eventually moving
north to Bradford.
l.20: This is the first surviving signature of Charlotte. It seems that to Lizzie Groveham she usually
signed herself ʻLottieʼ.
It is from the late 1860s and early 1870s that there are the first indications of Charlotteʼs friendship with Emily
Brandreth. There are no extant letters from this period that give any details about Emily Brandreth, but other
evidence shows that the friendship between Charlotte and Emily must have developed at this time. Emily
was the daughter of Thomas Shaw Brandreth, who was a lawyer by profession, and a wealthy one too, but
he was also an eminent mathematician and a classical scholar 13. He was born in 1788 in Cheshire and had
married Harriet Byrom of Liverpool in 1821. After Cambridge University he practised as a lawyer in Liverpool,
11

As in the 1871 census return.

12

Information from Margaret Coombs, September 2008.

13

As a classicist myself with a particular interest in Homer, I came across Brandreth long before I became interested in Charlotte
Mason. Brandrethʼs contribution to Homeric studies was considerable. In his book A dissertation on the metre of Homer (London
1844) he pointed out that the Homeric dialect included a ʻwʼ sound (digamma in Greek) that explains many problems in the
metrical system used by Homer. His arguments have been proved essentially sound by the decipherment in the 1950s of the
Linear B tablets, written in Greek from the 14th-12th centuries BC. At Cambridge in fact he read, not Classics, but Mathematics, and
was ʻSecond Wranglerʼ (i.e. he was placed second in the first class) in his final examinations.
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but in the 1830s he retired with his young family to 15 Steyne, Worthing, where he devoted much of his time
to educating his family of two daughters and five sons, as well as continuing his classical studies and
becoming involved in many social and philanthropic activities in the town.
How Charlotte became friendly with Emily Brandreth, who was 12 years her senior, is not clear. Perhaps they
both attended the same church (which would probably have been St Paulʼs, Worthing), or perhaps it was
after Emily offered her services as an occasional teacher at the Davison School (on 12 March 1868, for
instance, Charlotte recorded in the logbook: ʻMiss Brandreth taught the girls workʼ). The fact that Emily would
have remembered Liverpool as a child may have been a point of contact. Whatever the circumstances, there
is no doubt that despite the great differences in their social class (which was for Victorians a major issue)
Charlotte and Emily Brandreth became close friends – though it is significant that Charlotte always refers to
her as ʻMiss Brandrethʼ, never as ʻEmilyʼ. But Charlotte did have something to offer to Emily Brandreth.
Emilyʼs brother Arthur was in the army in India, and he and his wife found it convenient to leave their three
children, Harriett (born 1863), Sam (1864) and Tom (1866) with their parents and Emily at the house in
Worthing. In one of Lizzie Grovehamʼs letters, dated 14.6.1923, to Elsie Kitching she says: ʻMiss M. found a
double interest in her friendship with Miss Brandreth on account of the three delightful children who shared
her home: (Tom, Sam, and Harrie). They were the children of Mr Arthur Brandreth, Secretary to Lord
Laurence, with whom he shared the dangers & horrors of the ʻIndian Mutinyʼ 14. (The other ʻinterestʼ is
unfortunately lost, since the next page of the letter is missing, though it was probably foreign travel.)
Charlotte as an experienced infant teacher doubtless had much to contribute, and it does seem from the
rapid development of their friendship that Charlotte spend quite a lot of time with Emily Brandreth 15. When
one reads Letter 21 (below) from Emily to Charlotte, it quickly becomes clear that Emily was no expert in the
use of English; she doubtless welcomed Charlotteʼs teaching skills.
After more than 12 years at the Davison School Charlotte was beginning to think of other things. The
following letter is apparently the last page of a longer letter written probably in the latter half of 1872 or early
in 1873. Charlotte is thinking of moving from the Davison School, and clearly has the support of the Revd.
William Read and his daughter Mary, and also of Emily Brandreth. But her ideas are so far rather vague.
Letter 15 16
Still, it may be the best thing for me. A day of small things is very good for
one sometimes, donʼt you think so? And indeed the amount of fuss that
14

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 31.

15

Charlotte mentions her contact with the Brandreth children in An Essay Towards a Philosophy of Education (London
1925), 9, where she says: ʻWhile still a young woman I saw a great deal of a family of Anglo-Indian children who had come ʻhomeʼ
to their grandfatherʼs house and were being brought up by an aunt who was an intimate friend. The children were astonishing to
me; they were persons of generous impulses and sound judgment, of great intellectual aptitude, of imagination and moral insight.ʼ
Charlotte goes on to relate how Harriett at the age of five (i.e. in 1868) was upset by the plight of a tramp, and how Charlotte
herself learned a lot about the way children think from her teaching of these children. In what sense the children were ʻAngloIndianʼ is not clear, since there is no trace in the UK of Arthur Brandrethʼs marriage.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that in the Charlotte Mason archive (Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 7) there are two
fly-leaves from books that Charlotte preserved to the end of her life. One reads Paleyʼs National Theology, 1 Jan. 1857 [and
handwritten] with EABʼs love (Charlotteʼs birthday was 1st January, so this was presumably a 16th birthday present); and the other
Girtinʼs Physiology 1855 [and handwritten] Charlotte Mason with EABʼs love, 26 August 1859. But who was EAB? Is it possible this
may be Emily Brandreth, and that there may be some connection between the Brandreths (who still had family connections in
Liverpool, even though they had left the city in the 1830s) and Charlotte? Unfortunately the writing on the fly-leaves is not enough
to compare with Emilyʼs known writing of some 15-20 years later (there is a letter by her to Charlotte in Armitt Library, PNEU Box II,
Envelope 46), and the 1859 example appears to be in a deliberately florid hand. Nor is it known if Emily had a second name
beginning in ʻAʼ; her census and death records do not include one.
16

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 17, no. 12.
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used to be made about my work could not have been very good for me.
Heigho, my Lizzums! The ornament of a meek and quiet spirit is, I
think the change I wish most for just now. You wish to know, dear old
friend, what change I propose making in my way of life. Well, I did think of
making a grand change at Xmas. I thought that instead of teaching school
any longer, I should try how it would answer to go about from school
to school, in Brighton and the other places round about here, teaching
nothing but the English language. Well, Mr & Miss Read & Miss Brandreth
and everyone else here thought it an admirable plan and advised me to try
it, but I promised Mrs Lewis I would wait a year first, and I think it will
probably end as it began. Good bye, dear, your ever loving
Lottie
l. 9: Brighton is 10 miles east of Worthing and about twice as big as Worthing. It expanded as a
seaside resort after the building of the Royal Pavilion by the Prince Regent (later George IV) in 1817,
and the opening of the London-Brighton line in 1841 made it an even greater attraction. It had a
considerable middle class population, which doubtless made it an attractive proposition for Charlotteʼs
ideas about private teaching.
l. 12: Mrs Lewis is otherwise unknown.

Very soon after this Lizzie again asked Charlotte to go and teach in her school in Bradford, which was by
now well established, but Charlotte was still hesitant. In these detached pages from a letter to Lizzie in 1873
(probably in June) Charlotte is thinking aloud about the possibilities for her future career. But there is an
additional element in her plans now: Miss Brandreth was soon to leave Worthing for an extended period
abroad after the death of her father:
Letter 16 17

5

10

15

17

… abundant time to write. I shall be so grieved if I have prevented you
from making arrangements for the holiday. Please write soon & settle my
mind as to that. And now for my story. Dear Mr Brandreth has gone to his
rest. Miss Brandreth is going abroad for a couple of years, so your friend
is taking the opportunity to break loose from Worthing for the present &
make a new way of life for herself. I have fully pondered, dear, and shall
always be grateful for the kind & wise & loving letter you wrote me when I
told you before of my teaching scheme. All that you said, & what you
hinted & did not say, was perfectly true. But on the other hand I cannot
just now think of any life so little responsible, & I ache with responsibility.
So, if the way opens, I mean to try. My plan is to leave here at Xmas, sit
for the Cambridge Womenʼs Exam. in June… and teach, as I said before,
English literature in various schools. As to ways & means, Miss Read went
up to the Ho. and Co. today, saw dear Mr Dunning, asked him about it. He
says there is an immense demand for women teachers in that way, that
Miss Chessas receives a guinea a lesson (wherefore might I hope for
half?). Mr Evans writes that he thinks there wd. be a good opening for me,
advises me to write to Miss Chessar for advice & information, & promises

Armitt Library, PNEU Box II, Envelope 17, no. 9, sheets 3 and 4.
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to help me if he can. So I think the way is opening. You see I
donʼt want to teach more than three days a week if I can manage it, for a
while at any rate. I am anxious to tell you all this in the very beginning,
dear, that you may not have me on your mind. Your kind offer has tempted
me, but I know how it would be. You would want to be generous always &
I shd. want you to be just to yourself & we should never satisfy ourselves
that things were right. Besides I do think one such excellent teacher as
you is quite enough for the B.M.S. it wd. be coals to Newcastle for me to
come. Nevertheless, dear, I do thank you with all my heart for your kind
wish for me.
l. 3: Thomas Shaw Brandreth died on 27 May 1873 18.
l. 13-14: It seems that Miss Mary Read, daughter of the Revd. William Read, Chairman of the
Managers of the Davison School, was fully in support of Charlotteʼs plans to move from Worthing.
l. 14: Mr Dunning: see Letters 1 and 5 above.
ll. 16-19: Miss Chessar had been a student at the Home and Colonial College, though Mr Evans is
otherwise unknown 19.

The next letter, or rather page from a letter, is undated but appears to come also from 1873 when Charlotte
was seeking opportunities away from Worthing. She had been to London to see some schools, and had
taken the opportunity to visit an art gallery.
Letter 17 20

5
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15

… & Landseerʼs pictures best. One by the former [deleted, Gainsborough
inserted by later hand] was very generally admired. It is a portrait, I
believe, called the “Blue Boy”. The dress is of a peculiar blue, most difficult
to paint, & it is said to be wonderfully well done. But this was not the great
charm for me. It was the picture standing out so boldly and substantially
from the canvass. The face so full of the present boy & the future man. So
beautiful in its purpose-like earnestness. After gazing a few moments I
found it difficult to believe that it was only a painting. Some of the
landscapes were beautiful, exceedingly. But I am wearying you dear. I will
not say more on this subject now. If you would like to hear more of it just
send me word in your next. On Tuesday I went to see some London
schools, which did not strike me as very excellent. Today, Thursday, I am
going home & must stop writing as I shall be late for the train else. I have
written your letter before returning lest I should not then have time. The
people here have been very nice.
l.1: Sir Edwin Henry Landseer (1802-1873) specialised in animal painting.

18

See Thomas Shaw Brandreth in the on-line Oxford Dictionary of National Biography at www.oup.com/oxforddnb.

19

Home and Colonial Annual Report 1869, 40.
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ll.1-3: Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788) certainly painted the ʻBlue Boyʼ. The painting was at the
time in the possession of the Grosvenor family, the Dukes of Westminster, and it is therefore not clear
where Charlotte actually saw it. It was bought in 1921 by Henry Edwards Huntington and is now in the
Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
ll.12-15: If the date of 1873 for this letter is correct, then Charlotte must have gone to London during a
short holiday from school, perhaps in the autumn.
Letter 18 is a fragment of a longer letter and is difficult to date; later notes in pencil (probably by Elsie
Kitching) suggest 1871 or 1878, but the first is definitely incorrect (Emily Brandreth did not leave Worthing
until 1873 or 1874) and the second seems too late. The early autumn of 1873 seems to fit the context best,
after the departure of Emily Brandreth from Worthing but before Charlotte had made any definite decision
about leaving the Davison School.
Letter 18 21

5

10

15

… inevitably have posted off to the vicar. I have not forgotten the rapidity
with which the B.G.M.S. [Bradford Girlsʼ Middle School] was projected and
accomplished. Sally Coleman is very anxious to see you (breathe it not in
Manchester). She says she would be so very glad if you and your
husband would spend a day or two with them some time on your way
southwards. And I should be equally glad for you to see them. They are
such nice simple people. I think I told you I wanted to see Dr Coleman and
that that was a principal reason for my going there. He makes me more
sure than ever that I must get less work. Worthing is terribly dull without
dear Miss Brandreth. Still there is plenty to do.
Give my little god-child a great kiss and tell her I do want a letter from her
so badly. Poor wee Millie. Is she better? It is too sad to think of the wee
womanie suffering so. Did I tell you about Sallieʼs [= Sally Coleman] child?
He is a fine little fellow, but was away at a farm-house when I was there.
With best love and many thanks for a scheme that I believe is … devised for
my benefit.
Yours ever,
Lottie
ll.1-3: this seems to suggest that Charlotte was still trying to establish a separate girlsʼ middle school,
and was writing to the relevant church authorities about this. It may be that the copy of the letter
mentioned under Letter 8 above is Charlotteʼs copy of the very letter that has just been ʻposted off to
the vicarʼ.
ll.3-9: Sally Coleman and her doctor husband lived in Wolverhampton, in the Midlands. Perhaps
Charlotte had just spent some of the summer holiday with them. The reference to Manchester is
obscure.
ll.8-9: Charlotte was clearly feeling the strain of her job as the school continued to expand. The
logbook shows that she was absent ill for several days on at least two occasions in the autumn term
1873, which was a rare occurrence for Charlotte.
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ll.9-10: the implication is that Emily Brandreth had left Worthing fairly recently.
ll.15-16: perhaps yet another reference to Lizzie offering a post for Charlotte in her school in Bradford.
What actually happened at the end of 1873 was quite different from anything that Charlotte had expected.
Her work at the Davison School, which by now had around 220 children, was becoming well known in the
area. The result was that later in 1873 she was offered a post at the newly re-established Bishop Otter
College in Chichester, just 18 miles along the coast from Worthing. She began her new post in January
1874. And thus began the next phase of her career 22 .
John Thorley
September 2008

Dr. Thorley, the last principal of
the Charlotte Mason College,
continues to provide the Mason
learning community with new
research into the life of
Charlotte Mason.

The 5th Annual Charlotte Mason Educational
Conference
June 10, 11, 12 and 13, 2009
Conference Theme: For the Beauty of the Earth
It is no small part of education to have seen much beauty, to recognize it when we see it,
and to keep ourselves humble in its presence. - Mason

Some of the speakers you can expect to hear:

Sandy Rusby Bell - Composition
Jeannette Tulis and Lisa Cadora - Handwork
Lori Lawing - Beauty in Literature
Tara Schorr - Starting a Mason Co-op
Laurie Bestvater - Exploring Mason for the High School
Tammy Glaser - Mathematics

22

Charlotteʼs departure from the Davison School and her appointment as ʻSenior Governess at the Chichester Training Collegeʼ is
recorded in the Davison School logbook on 12 January 1874. Though there is no direct evidence, one might well suspect that Mr
Dunning again had a hand in Charlotteʼs new appointment.
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P.N.E.U. Philosophy
By The Editor

This article is from Volume 3, 1892/93, pp. 349-358 of the Parentʼs Review.
As the philosophy which underlies any educational or social scheme is really the vital part of that scheme, it
may be well to set forth, however meagerly, some fragments of P.N.E.U. Philosophy.
We believe —
That disposition, intellect, genius, come pretty much by nature.
That character is an achievement, the one practical achievement possible to us for ourselves and for our
children.
That all real advance, in family or individual, is along the line of character.
That, therefore, to direct and assist the evolution of character is the chief office of education.
But perhaps we shall clear the ground better by throwing a little P.N.E.U. teaching into categorical form:
What is character?
The resultant or residuum of conduct.
That is to say, a man is what he has made himself by the thoughts in which he has allowed himself, the
words he has spoken, the deeds he has done.
How does conduct itself
originate?
Commonly, in our habitual
modes of thought. We think as
we are accustomed to think, and,
therefore, act as we are
accustomed to act.

Every act proceeds from a thought. Every thought
modifies somewhat the material structure of the
brain.

What, again, is the origin of
these habits of thought and act?
Commonly, inherited disposition. The man who is generous, obstinate, hot-tempered, devout, is so, on the
whole, because that strain of character runs in his family.
Are there any means of modifying inherited dispositions?
Yes; marriage, for the race; education, for the individual.
How may a bad habit which has its rise in an inherited disposition be corrected?
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By the contrary good habit: as Thomas à Kempis has said, "One custom overcometh another."
Trace the genesis of a habit.
Every act proceeds from a thought. Every thought modifies somewhat the material structure of the brain.
That is, the nerve substance of the brain forms itself, so to speak, to the manner of thoughts we think. The
habit of act arises from the habit of thought. The person who thinks, “Oh, it will do”; “Oh, it doesn't matter,”
forms a habit of negligent and imperfect work.
How may such habit be corrected?
By introducing the contrary line of thought, which
will lead to contrary action. “This must be done
well, because—."
Is it enough to think such thought once?

The brain is at work unceasingly, is always
thinking, or rather is always being acted
upon by thought, as the keys of an
instrument by the fingers of a player.

No; the stimulus of the new idea must be applied
until it is, so to speak, at home in the brain, and arises involuntarily.
What do you mean by involuntary thought?
The brain is at work unceasingly, is always thinking, or rather is always being acted upon by thought, as the
keys of an instrument by the fingers of a player.
Is the person aware of all the thoughts that the brain elaborates?
No; only of those which are new and "striking." The old familiar "way of thinking" beats in the brain without
the consciousness of the thinker.
What name is given to this unconscious thought?
Unconscious cerebration.
Why is it important to the educator?
Because most of our action spring from thoughts of which we are not conscious.
Is there any means of altering the trend of unconscious cerebration?
Yes; by diverting it into a new channel.
The "unconscious cerebration" of the greedy child runs upon cakes and sweetmeats: how may this be
corrected?
By introducing a new idea—the pleasure of giving pleasure with these good things, for example.
Is the greedy child capable of receiving such new idea?
Most certainly; because benevolence, the desire of benefiting others, is one of those springs of action in
every human being that need only be touched to make them act.
Give an example of this fact.
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Mungo Park, dying of thirst, hunger, and weariness in an African desert, found himself in the vicinity of a
cannibal tribe. He gave himself up for lost, but a woman of the tribe found him, took compassion on him,
brought him milk, hid him, and nourished him until he was restored and could take care of himself.
Are there any other springs of action which may be touched with effect in every human being?
Yes, such as the desire of knowledge, of society, of distinction, of wealth; friendship, gratitude, and many
more. Indeed, it is not possible to incite a human being to any sort of good and noble conduct but you touch
a responsive spring.
How, then, can human beings do amiss?
Because the good feelings have their opposite bad feelings, springs which also await a touch. Malevolence
is opposed to benevolence. It is easy to imagine that the unstable savage woman might have been amongst
the first to devour the man she cherished, had one of her tribe given an impulse to the springs of hatred
within her.
In view of these internal impulses, what is the duty of the educator?
To make himself acquainted with the springs of action in a, human being, and to touch them with such
wisdom, tenderness and moderation that the child is insensibly led into the habits of the good life.
Name some of these habits.
Diligence, reverence, gentleness, truthfulness, promptness, neatness, orderliness; in fact, the virtues and
graces which belong to persons who have been "well brought up."
Is it enough to stimulate a spring of action—say, curiosity, or the desire of knowledge, once in order to secure
a habit?
No; the stimulus must be repeated, and action upon it secured
over and over many times before a habit is formed.
What common error do people make about the formation of
habits?
They allow lapses; they train a child to "shut the door after him"
twenty times, and allow him to leave it open the twenty-first.

T h i s i s tr u e o n l y s o
fa r a s i t i s t ru e to s ay
th at th e ke ys of a
p ia n o pr o d u ce mus ic .

With what result?
That the work has to be done over again, because the growth of brain tissue to the new habit (the forming of
cell-connections) has been disturbed. The result is much the same as when the flesh-forming process which
knits up a wound is disturbed.
Then the educator should "time" himself in forming habits? How long may it take to cure a bad habit, and
form the contrary good one?
Perhaps a month or six weeks of careful incessant treatment may be enough.
But such treatment requires an impossible amount of care and watchfulness on the part of the educator?
Yes; but not more than is given to the cure of any bodily disease—measles, or scarlet fever, for example.
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Then the thoughts and actions of a human being may be regulated mechanically, so to speak, by setting up
the right nerve currents in the brain?
This is true only so far as it is true to say that the keys of a piano produce music.
But the thoughts, which may be represented by the fingers of the player, do they not also run their course
without the consciousness of the thinker? They do; not merely vague, inconsequent musings, but thoughts
which follow each other with more or less logical sequence, according to the previous training of the thinker.
Illustrate this.
Mathematicians have been known to think out abstruse problems in their sleep; the hand improvises, authors
"reel off" without premeditation, without any deliberate intention to write such and such things. The thoughts
follow each other according to the habit of thinking previously set up in the brain of the thinker.
Is it that the thoughts go round and round a subject like a horse in a mill?
No; the horse is rather drawing a carriage along the same high road, but into ever new developments of the
landscape.
In this light, the important thing is how you begin to think on any subject?
Precisely so; the initial thought or suggestion touches as it were the spring which sets in motion a possibly
endless succession or train of ideas; thoughts which are, so to speak, elaborated in the brain almost without
the consciousness of the thinker.
Are these thoughts, or successive ideas, random, or do they
make for any conclusion?
They make for the logical conclusion which should follow the
initial idea.

Then is what is called "the
reason" innate in human
beings?

Then the reasoning faculties may be set to work involuntarily?
Yes; the sole concern of these faculties is, apparently, to work
out the rational conclusion from any idea presented to them.
But surely this power of arriving at logical radical conclusions almost unconsciously is the result of education,
most likely of generations of culture?
It exists in greater or less degree according as it is disciplined and exercised; but it is by no means the result
of education as the word is commonly understood: witness the following anecdote: [From Archbishop Thompson's
"Laws of Thought."]

"When Captain Head was traveling across the Pampas of South America, his guide one day suddenly
stopped him, and, pointing high into the air, cried out, 'A lion!' Surprised at such an exclamation,
accompanied with such an act, he turned up his eyes, and with difficulty perceived, at an immeasurable
height, a flight of condors soaring in circles in a particular spot. Beneath this spot, far out of sight of himself
or guide, lay the carcass of a horse, and over this carcass stood, as the guide well knew, a lion, whom the
condors were eying with envy from their airy height. The sight of the birds was to him what the sight of the
lion alone would have been to the traveler, a full assurance of its existence. Here was an act of thought
which cost the thinker no trouble, which was as easy to him as to cast his eyes upward, yet which from us,
unaccustomed to the subject, would require many steps and some labour."
Then is what is called "the reason" innate in human beings?
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Yes, it is innate, and is exercised without volition by all, but gains power and precision, according as it is
cultivated.
If the reason, especially the trained reason, arrives at the right conclusion without any effort of volition on the
part of the thinker, it is practically an infallible guide to conduct?
On the contrary, the reason is pledged to pursue a suggestion to its logical conclusion only. Much of the
history of religious persecutions and of family and international feuds turns on the confusion which exists in
most minds between that which is logically inevitable and that which is morally right.
But according to this doctrine any theory whatever may be shown to be logically inevitable.
Exactly so; the initial idea once received, the difficulty is, not to prove that it is tenable, but to restrain the
mind from proving that it is so.
Illustrate this point.
The child who lets himself be jealous of his brother is almost startled by the flood of convincing proofs, that
he does well to be angry, which rush in upon him. Beginning with a mere flash of suspicion in the morning,
the little Cain finds himself in the evening possessed of irrefragable proofs that his brother is unjustly
preferred to him: and
"All seems infected that the infected spy
As all looks yellow to the jaundiced eye."

But supposing it is true that the child has cause for jealousy?
Given, the starting idea, and his reason is equally capable of proving a logical certainty, whether it is true or
whether it is not true.
Is there any historical proof of this startling theory?
Perhaps every failure in conduct, in individuals, and in nations, is due to the confusion which exists as to that
which is logically right, as established by the reason, and that which is morally right, as established by
external law.
Is any such distinction recognized in the Bible?
Distinctly so; the transgressors of the Bible are those who do that which is right in their own eyes —that is,
that which their reason approves of. Modern thought considers, on the contrary, that all men are justified in
doing that which is right in their own eyes, acting "up to their lights," "obeying the dictates of their reason."
For example?
A mother who had murdered her child was morally exonerated the other day in a court of justice because
she acted "from a mistaken sense of duty."
But is it not possible to err from a mistaken sense of duty?
Not only possible, but inevitable, if a man accept his "own reason" as his lawgiver and judge. Take a test
case, the case of the superlative crime that has been done upon the earth. There can be no doubt that the
persons who caused the death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ acted under a mistaken sense of duty.
"It is expedient that one man die for the people, and that the whole nation perish not," said, most reasonably,
those patriotic leaders of the Jews; and they relentlessly hunted to death this Man whose ascendancy over
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the common people and whose whispered claims to kingship were full of elements of danger to the subject
race. "They know not what they do," He said, Who
is the Truth.
All this may be of importance to the philosophers;
but what has it to do with the bringing up of
children?
It is time we reverted to the teaching of Socrates.
"Know thyself," exhorted the wise man, in season
and out of season; and it will be well with us when
we understand that to acquaint a child with himself
—what he is as a human being—is a great part of
education.

To recognize the limitations of the
reason is a safeguard in all the duties
and relations of life.

It is difficult to see why; surely much harm comes of morbid introspection?
Introspection is morbid or diseased when the person imagines that all which he finds within him is peculiar to
him as an individual. To know what is common to all men is a sound cure for unhealthy self-contemplation.
But, Cui bono?
To recognize the limitations of the reason is a safeguard in all the duties and relations of life. The man who
knows that loyalty is his first duty in every relation, and that if he admit doubting, grudging, unlovely thoughts,
he cannot possibly be loyal, because such thoughts once admitted will prove themselves to be right and fill
the whole field of thought, why, he is on his guard, and writes up "no admittance" to every manner of
mistrustful fancy.
That rule of life should affect the Supreme relationship?
Truly, yes; if a man will admit no beginning of mistrustful surmise concerning his father and mother, his child
and his wife, shall he do so of Him who is more than they, and more than all, the "Lord of his heart?""Loyalty
forbids" is the answer to every questioning of His truth that would intrude.
But when others, whom you must needs revere, question and tell you of their "honest doubt"?
You know the history of their doubt, and can take it for what it is worth—its origin in the suggestion, which,
once admitted, must needs reach logical conclusion even to the "bitter end." "Take heed that ye enter not
into temptation," He said, Who needed not that any should tell Him, for He knew what was in men.
If man is the creature of those habits he forms with care of allows in negligence, if his very thoughts are
involuntary and his conclusions inevitable, he ceases to be a free agent. One might as well concede at once
that "thought is a mode of motion," and cease to regard man as a spiritual being capable of self-regulation.
It is hardly possible to concede too wide a field to biological research, if we keep well to the front the fact,
that man is a spiritual being whose material organs act in obedience to spiritual suggestion; that, for
example, as the hand writes, so the brain thinks, in obedience to suggestions.
Is the suggestion self-originated?
Probably not; it would appear that, as the material life is sustained upon its appropriate food from without, so
the immaterial life is sustained upon its food,—ideas or suggestions spiritually conveyed.
May the words "idea" and "suggestion" be used as synonymous terms?
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Only in so far as that ideas convey suggestions to be effected in acts.
What part does the man himself play in the reception of this immaterial food?
It is as though one stood on the threshold to admit or refuse the workmen who should fashion the house.
Is this free-will in the reception or rejection of ideas the limit of man's responsibility in the conduct of his life?
Probably it is; for an idea once intercepted must run its course, unless it be connected with another idea, in
the reception of which volition is again exercised.
How do ideas originate?
They appear to be spiritual emanations from spiritual beings; thus, one man conveys to another the idea
which is a very part of himself.
Is the intervention of a bodily presence necessary for the transmission of an idea?
By no means, ideas may be conveyed through picture or printed page; absent friends would appear to
communicate ideas without the intervention of means; natural objects convey ideas, but perhaps, the initial
idea in this case may always be traced to another mind.
Then the spiritual sustenance of ideas is derived directly
or indirectly from other human beings?
No; and here is the great recognition which the educator
is called upon to make. God, the Holy Spirit, is Himself
the supreme Educator of mankind.
How?
He openeth man's ear morning by morning, to hear so
much of the best as the man is able to bear.
Are the ideas suggested by the Holy Spirit confined to the
sphere of the religious life?
No; Coleridge, speaking of Columbus and the discovery
of America, ascribes the origin of great inventions and
discoveries to the fact that "certain ideas of the natural
world are presented to minds, already prepared to
receive them, by a higher Power than Nature herself."
Is there any teaching in the Bible to support this view?
Yes; very much. Isaiah, for example, says that the
ploughman knows how to carry on the successive
operations of husbandry, "for his God doth instruct him
and doth teach him."
Are all ideas which have a purely spiritual origin ideas of
good?
Unhappily, no; it is the sad experience of mankind that
suggestions of evil also are spiritually conveyed.
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What is the part of the man?
To choose the good and refuse the evil.
Does this doctrine of ideas as the spiritual food needful to sustain the immaterial life throw any light on the
doctrines of the Christian religion?
Yes; the Bread of Life, the Water of Life, the Word by which man lives, the "meat to eat which ye know not
of," and much more, cease to be figurative expressions, except that we must use the same words to name
the corporeal and the incorporeal sustenance of man. We understand, moreover, how suggestions
emanating from our Lord and Saviour, which are of His essence, are the spiritual meat and drink of His
believing people. We find it no longer a "hard saying," nor a dark saying, that we must sustain our spiritual
selves upon Him, even as our bodies upon bread.
What practical bearing upon the educator has this doctrine of ideas?
He knows that it is his part to place before the child daily nourishment of ideas; that he may give the child the

Education is an atmosphere, a discipline, a life.
right initial idea in every study, and respecting each relation and duty of life; above all, he recognises the
divine co-operation in the direction, teaching, and training of the child.
How would you summarise the functions of education?
Education is a discipline—that is, the discipline of the good habits in which the child is trained. Education is a
life, nourished upon ideas; and education is an atmosphere [Matthew Arnold]—that is, the child breathes the
atmosphere emanating from his parents; that of the ideas which rule their own lives.
What part do lessons and the general work of the schoolroom play in education thus regarded?
They should afford opportunity for the discipline of many good habits, and should convey to the child such
initial ideas of interest in his various studies as to make the pursuit of knowledge on those lines an object in
life and a delight to him.
What duty lies upon parents and others who regard education thus seriously, as a lever by means of which
character may be elevated, almost indefinitely?
Perhaps it is incumbent upon them to make conscientious endeavors to further all means used to spread the
views they hold; believing that there is such "progress in character and virtue" possible to the redeemed
human race as has not yet been realised, or even imagined. "Education is an atmosphere, a discipline, a
life." (Motto of the Parents' Review.)
This article is from Volume 4, 1893/94, pgs. 344-346, Parents' Review.
I.
I Have been asked to add a few remarks on the subject of "Brushwork," which was so ably begun by Mrs. Steinthal in
the May No. of the Review.
No one who like myself has had the privilege of listening to Mr. E. Cooke's lectures on Child Nature with regard
to Art, and has watched his able fingers depict the curves he so dearly loves, can fail to be impressed by the way in
which he deals with the subject. Taking his hints from the baby's spontaneous scribble, he builds up a systematic and
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Brush Drawing
By Mrs. H. Perrin
progressive training directly in accordance with natural tendencies, in a way to stimulate the inventive faculty so strong
in a child. He advocates taking it straight to natural forms for its examples, that the eye may quickly become
accustomed to drawing from the round instead of from the dull, lifeless copies so much used by the Science and Art
Department.
First we must create an interest and love in the subject, and afterwards exercises for training accuracy of eye and
dexterity of hand will be much more quickly accomplished.
To teach a child to educate himself should be the aim of all teachers; and though this principle has permeated the
whole Kinder Garten system, it has not been till lately carried out in its fulness with regard to art training.
Drawing is a means of expression as well as an art, and so it should be connected with the whole employment of
the child, and it should not be an isolated performance.
Mr. Cooke recognizes the delight the child has in portraying the animals and plants around him, and he shows us
that the business of the teacher is to take the cue from these hieroglyphs and to transform the same into a truer portrait
by means of the simplest and fewest lines possible.
In my own nursery we have a large black board hung where the little ones can reach it, and they are encouraged
to draw with white chalk large designs, or representations of animals and plants from memory, and any friends who
come in are invited to do the same. In this way we get a variety in design, etc., and the best drawings are honoured by
being allowed to remain on the board for a day or two. It is easy to fix a little shelf to catch the chalk dust; in our case
we have placed the board over the ottoman sofa upon which the children stand in order that the board can be higher
from the door and not so liable to get rubbed.
In very few cases should copies from the flat be allowed, indeed I would almost say never, as they warp the
natural powers in a child and cramp his imagination. Let a child's mind and hand be as free as the wind, merely guide it
in the right channels and teach it nothing that it has afterwards to unlearn, or which stunts its development. "Steam and
electricity are our servants, because we learned from them their nature, entered into it, and worked in sympathy with it did not oppose it. The nature of the child can no more be altered by us. We must study, sympathize and conquer by
obeying it."
This month I would urge bold blackboard drawing with white chalk, the arm working freely from the shoulder in
elliptical curves, horizontal and vertical lines, and next month I hope to give a few hints on colour and colour washes
without the use of either chalk or pencil; the great benefit of "Brushwork" being that it can be made quite a moral
training in exactness and decision. The children should be carefully taught to make all their mistakes in the air, and not
touch the paper or blackboard until the hand is ready to draw fearlessly and with precision the line required. No
retouching can be allowed. The old habit of indecision with cramped muscular handling of the pencil, followed by
indiarubber was ruinous to all proper development and fostered stammering if not in word, in thought and hand.
Mr. Cooke is the first of our great teachers to recognize that the child's first lines are elliptical curves, and to
show how the oval, rather than the circle, is to be traced in all animals and plants and things in motion. Ruskin dwells
on the beauty of the ellipse and its four quarters when divided by a horizontal and vertical line. For this reason and also
because something like the letter “j” Mr. Cooke calls each quarter a “j” curve, and shows how many of the most
beautiful designs are based on this element. "The Greek potter has the child's conception, and delights in that general
form we find common to living things. Vase and human form have ever been associated. We shall find no other art so
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familiar with the oval, its varieties, and elements; it is the germ-form of Greek art, the source of its simple strong
curvature and ever beautiful ornament."
This month I would suggest that our little ones be asked to make different patterns, using only this one “j” curve
in varied combinations. Let the patterns be put between parallel lines so as to make a frame in which to put their
picture; the latter to be any shells, animals, etc., they can think of showing the ovate form or any flowers, plants, etc. A
good exercise would be to draw, on a large scale, a fountain with the water rising and falling in “j” curves from an
elliptical basin. These exercises can be done either on the blackboard or on large sheets of paper, in the latter case no
pencil is to be used, but the brush, well filled with colour - say light red - should be held vertically with the wrist of the
right hand resting on that of the left, in order to gain both freedom and steadiness. The point of the brush only must
touch the paper, and the pressure to be sure as to produce a fine regular line.
Next month we shall see how in colour blobs of the brush, when placed sideways on the paper, the same oval
form appears, and how it permeates all the vegetable world.

More Information concerning the:
5th Annual Charlotte Mason Education Conference
For the Beauty of the Earth
Thursday Morning, 11 June

Everything You Need to Know about Nature Study in a Mason Learning Environment
Presented by Deborah and HollyAnne Dobbins
Experienced classroom teachers of Nature Study

A full morning dedicated to:
Part I

Part II

Nature study philosophy

Nature study brainstorm of various disciplines

Tree nature walk on campus

Flower garden nature walk on campus

Observation of a specimen

Observation of the specimen

Writing demonstration

Writing demonstration

Dry brush technique instruction

Dry brush technique

Painting a specimen

Painting a specimen
Keeping looking . . . there’s more . . .
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“A Poem in My
Pocket”

Full DayWorkshop on

By Melanie Walker

Presented by Dr. J. Carroll Smith, Rebekah
Brown and others

Narration
Friday, June 12, 2009

You will learn:
The woods and pastures are joyous

History of narration

In their abundance now

research on narration

In a season of warmth and much rain.
We walk amidst foliage, amidst
Song. The sheep and cattle graze
Like souls in bliss (except for flies)
And lie down satisfied.
Who now
can believe in winter? In winter

importance and ‘the must’ of narration
see several video demonstrations of narration
in various subjects
practice narration
evaluate narration and more.

and...
Half Day Workshop on

Scheduling in a Mason
School
June 11, 2009

Who could have hoped for this?
— Wendell Berry
Just this fall my eighteen-year old daughter Madeleine
started college. Early in September, she called to say,
“Mama, guess what happened in my English class? The
professor asked us, 'Who is afraid of Poetry?!' And Mama!
All but two of us raised our hands!”
Afraid of poetry are we?
Rainer Maria Rilke, a German poet of the early 20th Century,
writes, “...works of art are always the result of one's having
been in danger, of having gone through an experience all
the way to the end, to where no one can go any further. The
further one goes, the more private, the more personal, the
more singular an experience becomes, and the thing one is
making is, finally, the necessary, irrepressible, and as nearly
as possible, definitive utterance of this singularity..." (Rilke
in Letters On Cezanne)
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Presented by Rebekah Brown
An experienced Mason classroom teacher and
past director of a Mason School
You will learn:
Philosophy behind a Mason schedule
Evidences of a Mason schedule from the past
Models of schedules in a current Mason learning
environment
and more
Keep looking! There’s more . . . .
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This could hint at our fear of poetry. All art can be a little disconcerting. And no wonder! In attending to it, and
opening ourselves up to it, we are taken to the depths of anotherʼs delights and sorrows and are often even then, left
hanging.
In seasons of deprivation, I have often found myself gifted with an unexpected providence; a sense of abundance
internally in the midst of something restrictive or even devastating on the outside. Our days seem laced with
expressions of this. Have you noticed? People tell us some horrific story of lifeʼs relentless blows and then describe
the deep inner gifts that were given in time so that at the end of the day, they are grateful for the trial.

I fi n d t h a t t o k e e p in time with poetry, I must
take d e e p e r b r e a t h s and move my inner feet at
a m o re deliberate pace.
But rarely do we ask for the catastrophe, and surely it would be ridiculous to do so. My mother had a cross-stitched
quote in our bathroom that I read many days while growing up: “If all of our troubles were hung on a line, you would
take yours and I would take mine”. This quip was beyond me and I could not say it honestly. But now I see that our
troubles are particularized and each, when received instead of only endured, creates gaps and incertitude that finally
make me soft and supple enough to hear the tender voice of the Other, and put me into a posture to be tended by the
Good Shepherd.
I have found that listening to poetry has a similar effect on me. Listening to poetry extracts stillness from my ʻworking
breastʼ, as George Herbert calls it, and quiets my soul like a weaned child. I find that to keep in time with poetry, I must
take deeper breaths and move my inner feet at a more deliberate pace. It is all a slowing down, a settling in; the
preparation as significant as the hearing. To rush off after hearing a poem read is incongruent with the form, and so I
pause afterwards, like a comma or a Selah, and reflect. To resume the activity or thinking that was going on before the
insertion of the poem is to reenter changed by only a degree, but still, I enter more attentive and calmer, and might I
say, truer?
At the end of the day, we will be grateful for anyone and anything that was given to make us more thoughtful,
hospitable, restful, kind; more receptive to Truth and Beauty and Life. Could it be that in gifting our children and
ourselves with poetry of all kinds that we are tasting of the very more of Eternity?
Some essential thoughts about poetry: (What do you think?)
Poetry is meant to be read aloud. What is not said is as meaningful as what is said. Lyrical language (words
thoughtfully chosen to ʻget atʼ the idea of the writer) is the tool. In listening, we are better able to take in the meaning.
Voice and pace and word all in one reading.
In poetry, the form rises out of content. The inspiration to write comes from an experience or thought first. This is the
rhythm of the Gospel: First the gift, then the living. First the grace, then the response. Poets hear a cadence and wait
for words that fit the meaning.
Poetry is related to poverty, often rising from being stripped down to essentials. The idea is that much can be said with
fewer words. It is the beggarʼs garment in the world of literature, where less is more and to be impoverished is to be
enriched.
It doesnʼt take long to read a poem. But it does take fierce attention. Stillness and presence are fruits of our attending
to our current poet/friend. In an age when most of us are exhausted with our ever doing, attending to poetry relieves
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and soothes us into remembering that we are human beings, not human doings, and that our glory lies in what is given
to us not in what we earn.
Poetry Practices
Practice sitting still and quiet for a minute at a time. This is a meaningful exercise for children as well as adults! It
becomes a game to see if you can ʻfeel a minute.ʼ
Let your resonance with one poet lead you to another….How the Holy Spirit must delight in luring us this way.
Madeleine LʼEngle led me to Luci Shaw who led me to Jane Kenyon who led me to Donald Hall who led me to…
Many novelists or memoirists publish poetry as well. Reading their poetry makes an internal conversation with them
even more layered and personal. This is how I have come to know Wendell Berry and Kathleen Norris.
Finally…
Just days ago, my daughter relayed an “uncorking” that occurred upon the reading of a poem. While reading it she
was surprised to find tears and clarity, stirring and rest, joy and the release of a latent sorrow. All in one place. All at
the same time.
It seems that a childhood steeped in “How do you like to go up in a swing, up in the sky so blue? Oh, I do think it the
pleasantest thing ever a child can do”, and ʻʼBaa, baa, black sheep, have you any wool? Yes sir, yes sir,
three bags full”, created capacities to hold the likes of Rainer Rilke or Wendell Berry or George Herbert. Wendell Berry
says that children benefit from memorizing poetry because it furnishes the mind. He says, "The idea of poetry as
furniture expands within my imagination and for weeks, I think about a poem committed to memory as an old chest of
drawers in the corner of a child's room. At first the thing is simply a place to put clothes. With time, the grown man, or
grown woman learns to see more of it: toolmarks left by the hand of a long-dead craftsman, a cornice molding around
its top in a shape found on ancient Greek temples. And by gazing at its sturdiness for so many years, he or she knows
something about how to make things that last."
When my children were young we learned this poem by Beatrice Schenk de Regniers.
Keep a poem in your pocket
And a picture in your head
And youʼll never feel lonely
At night when youʼre in bed.
The little poem will sing to you
The little picture bring to you
A dozen dreams to dance to you
At night when youʼre in bed.
So - Keep a picture in your pocket
And a poem in your head
And youʼll never feel lonely
At night when youʼre in bed.

May we each taste the gifts that come from being still and open to another in the garb of a poem.
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Nature Study: Getting Started
By Deborah and HollyAnne Dobbins
“It would be well if all we persons in authority,
parents and all who act for parents, could make up
our minds that there is no sort of knowledge to be
got in these early years so valuable to children as
that which they get for themselves of the world they
live in. Let them once get touch with Nature, and a
habit is formed which will be a source of delight
through life. We were all meant to be naturalists,
each in his degree, and it is inexcusable to live in a
world so full of the marvels of plant and animal life
and to care for none of these things.” (Charlotte
Mason; Home Education, vol.1, 61.)
Charlotte Mason believed in the value of nature
study in a childʼs early years. While her words
sound convincing to educators, we question how
and where to begin the process. As a classroom
teacher, I discovered that Charlotte Mason activities
should be written in the planning book before
implementing other curriculum. I knew that reading,
writing, and arithmetic would command their place
on the agenda, so I planned monthly nature study
activities before it was full. Students enjoy the
routine of observing nature on a regular basis.
First grader at work on her nature study.

After reserving a regular block of nature study time,
the next step is to decide what to study. Perimeter
Christian School has a nature study curriculum for grades 1-8 which includes trees, plants, flowers,
weeds, birds, amphibians, reptiles, fish, invertebrates, fungi, insects, and mammals. I have selected a
nature trail behind the school for 1st graders to observe oak and holly trees, dandelions, buttercups,
wild onions, and Indian mock-strawberry plants. The 2nd grade students observe red maple trees,
pansies, daylilies, liriope and southern wax myrtle plants on nature walks in front of their classrooms.
As we go on nature walks, students observe plants and trees at various stages. For example, the
maple trees have green leaves when we begin our walks in August. Fall foliage shows vibrant red,
yellow and orange colors on the leaves. Students observe bare trees during winter walks. As spring
approaches the winged seeds appear on branches followed by early red blossoms. Soon fresh green
leaves appear on red maple trees. Students develop an interest in nature throughout the school year
as they monitor seasonal changes of specimens.
In summary, I suggest that you begin by planning at least one monthly nature study activity. Select a
nature trail that contains specimens for your students to observe during the year. Allow students to
voice their own observations of seasonal changes. Follow-up with nature books for students to read
in the classroom for further research and discovery. An example of a book I recently found for
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students to read when we study maple
trees is Why Do Leaves Change Color?
by Betsy Maestro from the Letʼs-Readand-Find-Out Series.
HollyAnne will continue by sharing some
of the points that we cover with our
students beginning with the first nature
study class. We review this information
frequently by asking our students to
narrate to the class what they remember
about each topic.
Dry Brush Technique
We do nature study using the dry brush
method. Watercolors are used for the
painting, but they are not applied in the
common wet-on-wet technique. Instead,
A first grade student is holding her paintbrush like a pencil so she can minimal water is used so that paint must
use the very tip of the brush to capture details observed on the
be applied slowly and carefully.
strawberry plant.

Paintbrush
In keeping with the detailed nature of the dry brush technique, the paintbrush should be held like a
pencil and kept at a neat point. If the brush is treated carelessly and is smashed, it quickly becomes
unusable and will need to be replaced. The point can be maintained by gently turning the brush on its
side on a piece of scratch paper.
Water
Painting with the tip of the brush helps assure the use of the proper amount of water. The paints and
brush should be wet enough that the paint slides easily off the brush. However, there should be no
puddles in the paint set or on the paper. Puddles in nature study are messes (such as spills, smears,
and “bleeding” colors) waiting to happen.
Paint Set
The colors in the paint set should be kept clean. Students should always rinse their brush when
changing colors. New colors are mixed in the paint set lid. We instruct our students to mix green (and
only green) in the large center section because it is the most commonly used color.
Color Mixing
We have found it is best to avoid the pre-mixed green, orange, and black colors that come in paint
sets. The green is not the color of plant matter, the orange is like a bright pumpkin, and the black is
very dark and inky. Thus, our students learn some valuable points about color theory in nature study.
They learn to mix green in the very first class. They also learn that adding more yellow makes the
green “lighter” and adding more blue makes it “darker.” As the colors are needed, they also learn to
make pink from red and red-violet, orange from red and yellow, and a grey-ish tone from blue and
brown (a deep grey is made by adding more blue and a wonderful dark brown is made by adding
more brown).
Freehand
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Students should freehand their nature studies (rather
than tracing with paint or sketching in pencil first) so
that they learn hand-eye coordination and to pay
special attention to the specimenʼs shape. It is a good
idea for the students to outline the shape in light
yellow before beginning to paint with other colors.
This allows them to get a “feel” for the specimen they
are working with and create a workable outline.
Students should paint only what they see on their
specimens without adding any other colors or
embellishments.
Demonstration
Students are helped by seeing “demonstrations.” I
mix colors in my paint set while they watch so that
they can see how the mixing works. I often draw a
quick line sketch on the board (especially if a trickyshaped leaf such as the red maple is being studied).
For odd-shaped leaves, painting the veins first makes
it much easier to complete the outline by providing a
“skeleton” of the specimen.
We hope that by sharing a bit of how we approach
our classes we have helped you feel more confident
about introducing this exciting method of learning.
Have a wonderful time with your nature studies!
©2009 Deborah and HollyAnne Dobbins
A first grade student neatly outlines her painting in yellow
before filling in other colors she mixed. She keeps her
specimen close at hand for reference during her first nature
study.

Deborah and
HollyAnne teach 1st and 2nd grade nature study classes at
Perimeter Christian School in Duluth, GA. This is Deborahʼs
8th year as a teacher at PCS. HollyAnne is a homeschooler in
her junior year of high school.

Come ready to participate in Friday Night at the Greenway: Music,
nature study, walks and more. This is a time for your RETREAT - a
time to slow down and enjoy the evening in nature.
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Picture Study at Heritage School,
Cambridge
By Jason Fletcher
…every child should leave school with at least a couple of hundred pictures by great
masters hanging permanently in the halls of his imagination. --Charlotte Mason
from Towards a Philosophy of Education, p.43
We have an artist of the term in our classes from year 2 and up. Because we are a new school, founded in September
2007, we have only three classes, a reception/year 1 class, a year 2/3 class and a year 4/5 class. 1
The following narrations were given in my year 4/5 class in the autumn. We studied pictures by Hans Holbein the
Younger (1497-1543). We studied about one per fortnight, and those studied included: The Madonna and Child of the
Meyer Family, Jane Seymour, Portrait of Erasmus, 1523, The Ambassadors, Robert Cheseman of Dormanswell.
We chose Holbein to coincide with our focus this year upon early modern history. The children have read aloud, for
example, a book called Armada: The Story of Thomas Hobbs, England 1587-1588 by Jim Eldridge. We are also
reading through The Story of the World (Volume 3): Early Modern Times by Susan Wise Bauer. Although considerably
later, our composer this term has been Beethoven. Weʼve read Ludwig Beethoven and the Chiming Tower Bells by
Opal Wheeler.
At the outset of our study, I provided a brief and broad historical background and a more detailed view of the major
stages of Holbeinʼs life and his place in art history. It is, naturally, of interest to students here in England to know that
he spent many, including his final, years here painting leading figures of his time. The first painting we studied, The
Madonna and Child of the Meyer Family, came from Basel, but subsequent portraits studied afforded opportunities to
discuss the person(s) in the context of English history in the 1530s (mainly). Portraits lend themselves nicely to making
these historical connections since the first obvious question is: who is that?
In late November, in an afternoon, after a 5 minute introduction, we spent about 5 minutes in silence studying a good
colour photocopy of the portrait of Robert Cheseman of Dormanswell (1533). Then the children turned their paintings
face down and I invited them to retell in as much detail as possible about the portrait. There are five children in the
class. I have not attempted to distinguish speakers. In brackets are my prompts. Here is what came out (!):
“Heʼs holding a falcon. Itʼs got blinders on its eyes and bells on its feet. Heʼs got a big glove on his hand. Heʼs got
orange sleeves. Heʼs wearing a ring. Heʼs got brown hair.”

1

In the UK we use the term ʻyearʼ rather than ʻgradeʼ. Also, note that children start younger, so a child who is 5 as of 1 September
will normally be enrolled in year 1 and so on. Reception is the year before year 1; formal schooling in the UK starts for children
who are already 4 by the start of the new academic year (1 Sept.).
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[Stay with detail around bird.]
“Itʼs got a white breast with black spots on it.”
[Does anyone want to say anything more about bird? It is central to the picture.]
“It has a beak which curves. The beak is white with a gray tip.”
“The hand has two rings – one is really, really bright gold and it has sort of star shape on it. The other is super thin and
it looks as if it is silver.”
“Its head is facing this way. He has this white plume thing on his head – it wasnʼt feathers. Its wings were brown-ish
with black and grey flecks.”
“It looks like there is something, a strap of a grey colour, coming down from the birdʼs claws.”
“In the background thereʼs XXX III. On the background, it looks like this marble thing and on the other side it says
Cheseman. He doesnʼt seem interested in the bird. He is
looking away, like he is looking at something else.”
“Heʼs got two rings. Heʼs got a black cap/hat. In the
background it looked like a giant grave with something
carved in. Heʼs got orange arms and it goes black. Heʼs
wearing black. Heʼs got a bird with with giant blinds on its
eyes. He might be some kind of bird tamer. Heʼs got quite a
long nose, blue eyes, brown hair. He had a white type of shirt
on, over this he had another shirt that was cream. Over that
he had a black cloak/gown.”
“He has a brown leather tee-shirt that is tied up by string,
above the white shirt. His black robe ends and he has red
lower sleeves and one green glove.”
“On the black cloak, heʼs got brown fur going down from the
collar.”
Hans Holbein. Portrait of Robert Cheseman. 1533. Oil on wood. [Look now at the painting once again for a couple of minutes.
Mauritshuis, the Hague, NetherlandsUsed by permission of Olga’s Turn it over again. Are there any details you would like to add
Gallery, www.abcgallery.com
that we may have missed on the first time through.]

“Heʼs got his finger sticking out on the glove hand”
“Heʼs got fur on the collar.”
“On the fur collar, one bit is going down and the other bit is going over it.”
“There is a plume on the crown of the bird.”
That is how I generally go about the picture study. I will also illustrate the size of the portrait/painting on the board or
wall at the front of the classroom. I put a copy of the paintings on our display board in our room.
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Readers may find it interesting to note that at our end of term exams, two boys decided to talk from memory about the
Robert Cheseman portrait (others chose to talk about The Ambassadors). You will recall that Charlotte Mason
counsels against any revision for exams, being confident in the methodology of observation and narration to deliver
secure knowledge. Here is what two of them said with no prompting from me three weeks after seeing the picture on
that afternoon in late November (I was the scribe for this particular exam):
Boy no.1 (age 8 years, 4 months)
“He was holding a falcon in his left hand. The bird was wearing brown blinders. It had spots on its breast. There was a
string attached to its leg. It had a little tube-like thing coming out of the blinders. Its beak was curved.
He was wearing a white vest, a fury shirt, attached with string at the collar. He was wearing a fur coat. He had a black
hat. He had two rings, a silver one on his little finger and gold one on his middle finger.
The background was black. On it it said ʻChesemanʼ and it had roman numerals on it. It had an M, something for 500,
XXX, then III – 1533.
His nose wasnʼt curved inwards, it was curved outwards. He had brown eyes. He was looking right, away from the
bird.”
Boy no.2 (age 11 years, 2 months)
“There was a man with a bird dressed in black. The bird had these types of grey lumps on both sides of its face
[blinders]. It had a ribbon tying the blinders on to its head. It had a white chest with black spots. Its beak was yellow. At
the tip of the beak it was black. He had slit nostrils on the yellow bit of the beak. It had a brown back and brown wings.
The man had a black hat on. He a red scarf. He was all dressed in black. He wasnʼt actually looking at the bird, he was
looking into nowhere. He had three rings. He had a glove where the bird was sitting on him.
The background was black like a stone with words engraved in it. I think they were in Latin.”
You will see that some of the details described are inaccurate. But others are impressive, particularly by the younger
boy. On the whole I would consider all the narrations I have included to be quite average, nothing exceptional certainly.
Also, there are times when I should have done more research in advance to draw out the most interesting historical or
artistic points. My point is: what I have described here is entirely doable! But the exercise is one that the children enjoy,
and so do I. It is a quieter moment in the rhythm of the week, one that demands concentration certainly but also one
that provides a welcome lift and source of inspiration.
Charlotte Mason said, “...in this way children become acquainted with a hundred, or hundreds, of great artists during
their school life and it is an intimacy which never forsakes them.” (A Philosophy of Education, p.215). I think Iʼll need to
pick up the pace if weʼre to get through hundreds of great artists, but I am sure that when we go down to the National
Gallery in London, as weʼre planning to do in the coming term, the children will respond with genuine warmth and
interest to Holbeinʼs ʻAmbassadorsʼ (which is displayed there as you may recall). In a simple way we are helping them
develop an ʻintimacyʼ, or a ʻrelationshipʼ, with Holbein and some of his works. As a teacher, I find that perfectly
satisfying.
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geology that goes with it, and also of earth history (such
as plate techtonics and ice ages) and much of astronomy
(insofar as it is concerned with the history of the universe).
In the UK these matters are at least touched on in the
school curriculum, and presumably it is so in the USA.

From Dr. John Thorley’s article (part I) published in
the last issue of the CMER, Sandy Rusby Bell and Dr.
Thorley had the following exchange.
But this then must overflow into archaeology and preSandy Rusby Bell has asked me to explain what I
was saying in my article on 'A Classical
Education' (my comments on Douglas Wilson's book
Recovering the Lost Tools of Learning), when I said:

history (not specifically mentioned by Douglas
Wilson, though presumably there will be some
elements of pre-history in the school curriculum). I did
once have a university student (she was a Jehovah's
Witness) who objected to my teaching on the pre-history
of Egypt because I mentioned dates before 4,000 BC,
which she insisted were impossible on her church's
interpretation of Genesis. I could only say that I respected
her right to hold such a view, but that I personally agreed
with Egyptologists on this, and I could not make sense of
Egyptian pre-history if one dated the creation at 4,004 BC.

"My concern is that Wilson's curriculum, not only
in science but also in music and physical
education, is considerably restricted by an
adherence to creationism and by other ideas
Douglas Wilson (p.175 and elsewhere) clearly maintains
based on a literal interpretation of the Old
the creationist position. Moreover, he also holds a
conservative position on the teaching of music (p.175, and
Testament."
I must say straightaway that the issue here is not the
methodology of 'classical' education, but creationism, and
in my article I did detach the comments above from my
paragraphs on classical education. For the large majority
of catholics and protestants in Europe, and for
me, creationism is simply not a part of Christianity. The
teaching of Jesus certainly did not mention it, nor do the
creeds on which mainstream Christianity is based. Nor do
they (or Jesus) mention the inerrancy of the Bible. I know
that this is a complex issue, on which many people hold
strong opinions, but this is probably not the place to enter
this debate (I will on another occasion if anyone wishes
me to). My concerns as I expressed them above are that
creationism as interpreted in educational terms in Douglas
Wilson's book seems to me to restrict the curriculum.

comments about music on pp.108-9), which, if I
understand him correctly, would allow only Christian music
in the school curriculum. This would appear to exclude
much of western classical music and opera which does
not happen to be specifically Christian. I would,
however, add that I myself share his disquiet about some
modern pop music - and so do many non-Christians. [I
must also add that my comment on PE was, on re-reading
Douglas Wilson, probably a misunderstanding - my
apologies.]
To summarise: my comment quoted above referred to the
restrictions on the curriculum that I think are imposed by a
belief in creationism, but also by what is to me a rather
restrictive view of Christianity which I gather usually
accompanies creationism. I know that many who follow
Charlotte Mason's educational principles will not agree
with me in this. Fortunately Charlotte Mason's educational
principles do not rely on any particular theological stance.

Creationism is not of course a belief only of those who
follow a 'classical' education, and I know that many of
those who are applying Charlotte Mason methods accept
John Thorley
creationism. I can only say that Charlotte Mason herself
did not hold that belief, nor did she believe that her ideas
applied only to Christians (many Jewish families were also
in the PNEU), though that does not of course mean that
those who do accept creationism cannot follow her
methods.
So my point in my comments above is not specifically
about 'classical' education, but about the restrictions that it
seems to me result from creationism as expressed
in Douglas Wilson's book.
To deal briefly with science: it seems to me that
creationism not only inhibits the scientific study of
evolution (which presumably it must), but also of all the
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The Smiths Go to Birmingham: A View of Red
Mountain Community School in Pictures
by Carroll Smith

The Watsons also went to Birmingham but for entirely different reasons. The
Smiths went to learn about Red Mountain Community School—a school that
has set out to know Charlotte Mason and to put her philosophy into practice.
Red Mountain Community School (RMCS) is located in downtown
Birmingham, Alabama in an older church (pictured on the right) that rents
some classroom space to the school.
Inside the building, I enjoyed
classrooms that are designed as
physical places pleasant for children.
In these comfortable beautiful
classrooms I pondered how sometimes in schools we want to pride ourselves on
having a “home away from home” for children. But school needs to be more than
that. It needs to be a place where the challenge of learning and a sense of
comfortableness are at a tension with each other. This supports the children
Entrance to the Red Mountain
having a wonderful urge to learn while at the same time having a sense of being at
Community School
peace. Even in the homeschool this needs to be true. Learning is more than just a
comfortable place. We need our thoughts challenged, sometimes our attitudes
challenged, our imaginations need spurring, habits need developing and we need correction as well. These are the
thoughts I had about the classrooms as I went in and out listening for narrations, watching teachers, observing lessons and
children. This is the place where I found that tension between challenge and comfortableness. In this article I want to say
a few words about what I saw and learned at Red Mountain Community School, and provide you with a few pictures that
hopefully can help you ‘see’ inside the
school.
Dale and Gladys Schaefer graciously
allowed Andra and me to stay at their
lovely cottage which proved a
wonderful retreat—restful, quiet, shady
(but with wireless, which I shamefully
cannot seem to do without! ) We had
many wonderful, encouraging
conversations, which are so helpful to
move us all forward in our efforts to practice Mason’s work.
On our first morning we left Dale and Gladys’ lovely place and headed to downtown inner city Birmingham. As a public
school educator involved with disadvantaged students most of my life, I felt right at home in the inner city location with
old buildings, various types of architecture, crowded and busy streets, parking issues—all the ‘stuff’ that goes with inner
city life. I find all this encouraging at RMCS because in the middle of “urban” America is an oasis for learning. A place in
the middle of bricks, mortar and concrete, where the mind is fed spiritual food--living ideas. There, in the middle of
businesses, traffic noises, alleys, and unused buildings is a lovely old church that offers space for this oasis of learning
called Red Mountain Community School.
Although there are streets all around the school, there is a mulched inner court area for the children to play. Several times
as I sat out there with my colleagues, the teachers, to chat or watch the children, I was reminded of Rebekah Brown’s blog
on “The Art of Play.” Children can be creative (and probably the most creative) when they have the least pre-made toys.
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Although the inner court had a Noah’s Ark for small children, the area
became an interesting place for the older children whose imaginations
took them beyond their setting.

Our time there began with
Andra’s and my hurrying into the
office area and plopping all of
our electronic devices,
notebooks, and other items on
the table in the office--a small
place where Elizabeth Jones
works everyday meeting the needs of the public, students, teachers and visitors,
like ourselves, who come to observe. Kind individuals had left snacks and drinks
for us, that included my regular daily cups of tea. From there a schedule arranged
by the school director, Melanie Walker, gave us direction as to where to be during
our three day visit. We begin first in the general assembly which takes place in the
library.
Ms. Walker, the director, sits in one of the chairs (photo right) as she makes
announcements, reads books from the baskets and begins the day providing an
attitude of calm and quietness. This time when children share something special
from their own lives with the group makes a bridge between home and school.
This type of morning meeting helps build a community of learners and workers
keen on knowing each other and knowing the content they will confront
throughout the day. Such meetings also provide a steady calmness with which to
begin the day. Next, we explore for a moment, the kindergarten.
Gladys Schaefer, (the next group of three pictures) the kindergarten teacher, invites you in her classroom with open arms.
Having spent some time teaching high school, she now has made the leap to kindergarten. She shares with us examples of
how she helps her students make connections. She is reading about the life of Beatrix Potter and shares with her students a
picture of the author at five years of age, and then reads The Tales of Peter Rabbit. This connection helps children to see
that one day all adults were 5 years of age. Moving about her room one sees a literate rich environment, even down to a
table globe that the kindergarteners like to investigate. There are centers, books, toys--a rich environment that provides the
children with opportunities for literacy, numeracy and beauty. Ms Schaefer is keen to provide an education for her
kindergarteners that meets Mason’s ideas of education as a life, an atmosphere and a discipline.

We move on from Ms. Schaefer’s kindergarten classroom to Danean Davis’ first and second grade combination classroom
shown in the picture on the next page. Ms. Davis spent several years working in an educational setting that sought to fill
the mind of children with facts for testing purposes. Children in such an environment are valued according to the
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significance or lack of significance of their test scores. She wanted to work in an
educational setting not where children were a product to be produced by an
educational institution, but where children are valued for their unique
personhood and where this belief about the unique personhood of children is
worked out in practice and not just discussed as a theory.
When looking closely at the pictures taken in these classrooms, you will notice
that there are many lamps. Ms. Schaefer says the lighting is chosen to produce a
sense of calm, a place where children can engage with ideas and educational
practices that will allow them optimum learning. This could prove to be an
interesting research
project for a graduate
student.
Please note the
interesting quote on the
white board of school
director, Ms. Walker.
The writing on the board
that I find interesting is
in the lower middle:
“Math is a wonderful
thing!” Oh my! Who
could think such
thoughts? Math--a
wonderful thing! Yes,
some say there is beauty
in mathematics and that
is what makes great
mathematics teachers-they can show their
students the joy and
beauty of mathematics.
There is a corner where
children puts their coats
that I found interesting
in Ms. Walker’s room as
well. I suppose she might be disappointed that of all
the great ideas and things in her room, I am
mentioning two seemingly insignificant aspects:
scribbles on a marker board and a picture of the place
where the children put their coats. But it really isn’t
the coats that caught my attention--it was the shelves
with books next to the coats. Why is this significant?
It is very hard for the children to go and come from
their classrooms without seeing beauty--beauty in
nature, beauty in books, beauty in art and beauty in a
number of ways. If one looks closely at the shelves,
one can see books of art and other interesting items
that children stop to see and read as they come and go
from the room.
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Ms. Mandy Deter, who teaches the middle school students, not only
provides great literature and history lessons, but also makes history real
by inviting guests to speak to her class. In the photo right, a Persian
guest originally from Iran came to speak to the students. This guest
shares some of her journey from Iran to the United States. Ms. Deter’s
room is another
room full of
books, art
prints, music--a
rich learning
environment.

I conclude this
short and brief look inside of Red Mountain Community School by
making several general comments about what Andra and I saw on
our visit.

An oasis in the desert.
A place where adults love to be with children.
A place where education is a journey and not a mad rush to memorise facts.
A place where beauty is a priority, not a by product of the art class.
A place where time is on the side of the children and not against them.
A place where play is imaginative and original.
A place where, like the slow food movement, education is about taking in ideas slowly and savouring them.
A place where adults do not have to know everything but are willing to learn with their children.
A place that is truly a learning community.
If you get a chance, I would encourage you to visit this place called Red Mountain Community School. Later this year
watch for video clips of the faculty at RMCS discussing their school on the ChildLightUSA website.
www.redmountaincommunityschool.com

At the 5th Annual Charlotte Mason Conference:

Henry Ossawa Tanner: His Life and Times
by Susan Bell, Professor of Art
Gardner-Webb University

Picture Study by Carroll Smith
Son of a Methodist minister and former slave, Henry Ossawa Tanner is the most significant African American artist
of the 19th century. His paintings of friends and family are both sensitive and honest. His Biblical paintings have an
authenticity based on his studies in the Holy Land and his own spiritual understanding. The presentation will
introduce Tanner and his works and his significance in art history. His painting, The Banjo Lesson, will be the basis
of instruction in the elements and principles of art, a way to understand any work of art. Suggestions for
homeschool activities will also be included. This presentation will be followed with a picture study led by Carroll
Smith
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